
Chapter 9. The Cause of Delusion and Suffering

One becomes self-conscious only when caught in the conflict between pleasure and pain, which
demands choice and decision. The personal self by its very nature is constantly pursuing

pleasure and avoiding pain. The ending of this pattern is the ending of the self. The ending of the
self with its desires and fears enables you to return to your real nature.

-Nisargadatta Maharaj

Delusion can only arise because of personal bias in the focus of attention of the Self. The Self is
the presence of consciousness at the central point of view of its own world, which is a moving
point of illuminating and perceiving consciousness. The motion of the Self is what gives rise to
the expression of emotions. The expression of emotions becomes personally biased when the
focus of attention of the Self becomes personal biased, which leads to the mental construction of
a personal self-concept. That personal self-concept is always body-based and is emotionally
energized by the expression of personally biased emotions. The personal self-concept is the
nature of delusion in the sense of a false belief the Self believes about itself. The Self is
emotionally identifying itself with the form of a person that appears in the world it perceives.

Self-identifications are patently false and the cause of bondage.
-Nisargadatta Maharaj

Once this personal self-concept is mentally constructed with the expression of personally biased
emotions, the Self finds itself caught in the conflict between the expression of fear and desire,
which are in conflict since the expression of desire is a movement toward while the expression of
fear is a movement away. This is a conflict between pleasure and pain since the satisfaction of
desires leads to the experience of pleasure while the frustration of desires leads to the experience
of pain and suffering. The thing to be clear about is that pleasure and pain can only be
experienced at the level of the body, and the expression of fear and desire are primitive survival
emotions that have no other purpose than to defend the survival of the body in a world where
bodies must eat each other to survive. Eating feels good and promotes body survival while being
eaten or starving to death feels bad and leads to body death. At the most primitive level of
survival emotions, the Self finds itself caught in the conflict between the expression of fear and
desire as its body moves toward other bodies that its body wants to eat while its body moves
away from other bodies that want to eat its body. The Self emotionally identifies itself with its
body when it finds itself caught in this conflict between the expression of fear and desire.

The expression of the biased emotions of fear and desire creates a feeling of self-limitation to its
body that underlies the emotional self-identification of the Self with its body, which leads to the
expression of more biased emotions as the focus of its attention becomes biased to defend the
survival of its body as though its existence depends on it. That feeling of self-limitation to its
body always creates a sense of self and other, which is a sense of separation. Personal bias leads
to the creation of value judgments in terms of what feels good and bad from a personal



body-based perspective. These emotional value judgments underlie the mental construction of
the personal self-concept with which the Self emotionally identifies itself.

The thing to be clear about is that all of our value judgments about what is right or wrong or
good or bad are only based on emotional body feelings. These emotional value judgments only
represent what feels good or bad from a personal body-based perspective. The other thing to be
clear about is that evolution, natural selection and the survival of the fittest body are messing
with you. The only purpose of these emotional value judgments is to defend the survival of the
body. We judge things to be good and right when the body survives because that survival feels
good and judge things to be bad and wrong when the body dies because that death feels bad. The
only purpose of these emotional value judgments is to convince you that you are a body. The
only purpose of these emotional value judgments is to make you emotionally identify yourself
with the form of a body that appears in the world you perceive. You take yourself to be a body
when you express the personally biased emotions of fear and desire that underlie the creation of
these emotional value judgments and when you feel emotionally self-limited to the form of a
body that appears in the world you perceive. That's the only way you can identify yourself with
the form of the body, but that emotional self-identification with your body is your bondage.

You create bondage when you desire and fear and identify yourself with your feelings.
-Nisargadatta Maharaj

Personal bias in the expression of emotions always represents a choice or a decision that the Self
has to make. The Self makes that decision through personal bias in the focus of its attention,
which leads to the expression of personally biased emotions that emotionally relate the form of
its body to the form of other things that appear in the world it perceives. The Self is pursuing
pleasure and is avoiding pain as it expresses its personally biased emotions. The problem is, the
expression of personally biased emotions are always in conflict as movement toward comes into
conflict with movement away, and the Self finds itself caught in that conflict.

Things only become more confusing at the level of the expression of the social emotions of
emotional attachments. Human relations in the sense of the emotional attachments that people
form with each other are afflicted with the same emotional conflicts that afflict the primitive
survival emotions of fear and desire. The people that satisfy our desires and give us pleasure tend
to be the same people that frustrate our desires and give us pain. These are the people with which
we form emotional attachments. When our desires are frustrated, we usually try to control the
behavior of the other person in order to force them to satisfy our desires or prevent them from
frustrating our desires. The problem is, we are trying to control something that we can't really
control, which only leads to more frustration when we can't control things. The only way we can
remove ourselves from this emotional conflict is if we give up our desire to control things.



To imagine that you are in control is the aberration of the body-mind. There is a universal power
that is in control. The illusion of personal control is in the mind only. Stand without desire and

fear, relinquishing all control. This is the shortest way to reality.
-Nisargadatta Maharaj

The first step in the awakening process always requires our surrender to divine will. We have to
put our trust in divine will to sort out what is for the best, give up our individual desire to control
things in a personally biased way, and accept things as they are every moment with no desire that
things be any different than they are in the present moment. That's the only way we can stop
emotionally projecting ourselves into an imaginary remembered past or anticipated future and
stop emotionally constructing an illusory personal self-concept in our minds. We have to lose
that personal bias in the expression of our emotions before we can stop emotionally identifying
ourselves with the emotionally animated form of a person that appears in the world we perceive.
The only way we can lose that personal bias is through our surrender to divine will.

Suffering is due to non-acceptance. To reach the deeper layers of suffering you must go to its
roots and uncover their vast underground network, where fear and desire are closely interwoven
and the currents of life's energy oppose, obstruct and destroy each other. The mental life is one
continuous stream of suffering. By watching yourself with alert interest, with the intention to
understand rather than judge, in full acceptance of whatever may emerge, you encourage the

deep to come to the surface. This is the great work of awareness; it removes obstacles and
releases energies by understanding the nature of life and mind. Alert attention is the mother of

intelligence and intelligence is the door to freedom.

Wherever you go, at all times, you carry with you the sense of being present and aware, here and
now. It means that you are independent of space and time. Space and time are in you, not you in
them. It is only your self-identification with the body, limited in space and time, that gives you a

sense of limitation. In reality, you are limitless.
-Nisargadatta Maharaj

When we surrender to divine will, we enter into the integrated state. The motion of the Self
comes into alignment with the normal flow of things through the world we perceive that arises
with the expression of divine will. This is the mystical union of the Self with its divine Source.
Once we are well established in the integrated state, we can only know ourselves to be a presence
of consciousness at the center of the world we perceive. Surrender to divine will leads to a
spiritual death-rebirth transformation as we die in identity to the form of a person that appears in
the world we perceive and we are reborn of the spirit.

Death gives freedom. To be free in the world you must die to the world.

Liberation is never of the person, it is always from the person.



Freedom means letting go.
Spiritual maturity lies in the readiness to let go of everything.

-Nisargadatta Maharaj

The awakening process goes forward with the willingness to sever emotional attachments. When
an emotional attachment is severed, it feels like something dies inside because part of our ego
structure or personal self-concept dies away. We have to remove all the emotional energy from
our mentally constructed ego structure before we can awaken to the truth of what we really are.
Truth is what remains when the false is destroyed, and that ego structure is the nature of
delusion. We can only realize the truth if we destroy that ego structure, which requires an ego
death. The ego can only die when we remove all the emotional energy that energizes its mental
construction. That process of ego-death not only requires a surrender to divine will, but also our
willingness to sever emotional attachments. The Self can only identify itself with its ego due to
the expression of that emotional energy, but your sense of being a Self as the perceiver of your
own world is the final level of delusion you must destroy to fully awaken to your own truth.

The way to truth lies through the destruction of the false. To destroy the false you must question
your most inveterate beliefs. Of these the idea that you are the body is the worst.

To be born means to create a world around yourself as the center.
You are that point of consciousness.

By your movement the world is ever created.
Stop moving and there will be no world.

-Nisargadatta Maharaj

The integrated state is not the ultimate state of existence. To return to the ultimate state, the Self
has to reunite itself with its Source, not in the sense of a mystical union, but in the sense of a
dissolution, like a drop of water that dissolves back into the ocean. The individual being of the
Self, called I Am, which is the consciousness present at the central point of view of its own
world, has to dissolve back into the undivided ocean of being. That undivided and unlimited
motionless ocean of consciousness is called the void. That dissolution is only possible if the Self
becomes motionless. When the Self becomes motionless, it also becomes desireless and selfless.
That's when the gateless gate opens. When the Self becomes motionless, the Self enters into an
ultimate state of free fall. In that ultimate state of free fall, the Self falls into the void, the world it
perceives disappears from existence from its own point of view, and the individual being of the
Self present at that point of view dissolves back into the undivided being of its divine Source.

The Supreme reality is the void beyond being and non-being, beyond consciousness.
The experience of the inner void is an explosion into reality.

Realization is sudden and irreversible. You rotate into a new dimension.
You see everything as it is. The world of illusions is left behind.



For the path of return naughting oneself is necessary.
My stand I take where nothing is.

To the mind it is all darkness and silence.
It is deep and dark, mystery beyond mystery.

It is, while all else merely happens.
It is like a bottomless well, whatever falls into it disappears.

-Nisargadatta Maharaj

We call Buddha the awakened one. This awakening is really the cessation of inner dreaming.
When there is no dreaming you become pure space. This non-dreaming consciousness is what is

known as enlightenment.

You fall into an abyss, and the abyss is bottomless: you go on falling. That is why Buddha has
called this nothingness emptiness. There is no end to it. Once you know it, you also have become

endless. At this point Being is revealed: then you know who you are, what is your real being,
what is your authentic existence.

The inner emptiness itself is the mystery.
When the inner space is there, you are not.

When you dissolve, the inner emptiness is there.
When you are not, the mystery will be revealed.

You will not be a witness to the mystery, you will be the mystery.

That Being is void
-Osho


